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Women are the biggest body shamers of women
May 3, 2021 | 406 upvotes | by skywater101

It seems like every time the issue of body shaming women comes to its always in relation to demonizing
men for it.
The weirdest thing is all throughout my life, it seems to me that it's women who have been WAY more
harsh with other women's looks. I don't think most men are ever in a position to be that picky. I think
most men don't really care about big boobs or small boobs, they just like boobs. Slim or chubby, I will
concede that outright obesity might be less acceptable. Even then, the subreddits for that body type are
extremely popular. But anything below that I imagine most men would still be interested in.
Anecdotally, I remember confessing to a female friend of mine my attention to a woman who was pear
shaped with big thick legs. She immediately pointed how big and with cellulite her legs were. Cellulite
being something I couldn't care less about.
And the fashion models and magazines so many women starve themselves to look like, ALWAYS look
like their aimed at what other women find "CLASSY and TASTEFUL". It's why they'll praise Kendall
Jenner why trashing her curvy sisters.
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Comments

FreierSteinkopf • 66 points • 3 May, 2021 09:18 PM* 

The only statistic I've seen on this is where it was measured on Twitter which says 66% of slut shaming comes
from women and I can't imagine it being different for body shaming due to cattiness. There are also indicators
such as mothers body shaming more than fathers and that insecure people (women have a worse body image of
themself than men) weaponize their insecurity which leads them to criticize others.

It also matches my experience in group which consisted of girls.

EDIT: It seems like women make up for 52% according to a study but I clearly remember a study that claims
66%.

tiposk • 7 points • 4 May, 2021 03:25 AM 

Did the study identify the context in which the word "slut" was used it?

Helmet_Icicle • 14 points • 4 May, 2021 10:27 AM 

Yes, they controlled for it.

Women Tweet the Words "whore" and "slut" at Nearly Double the Rate Men Do

It makes sense from an economic perspective.

the evidence favors the view that women have worked to stifle each other's sexuality because sex is a
limited resource that women use to negotiate with men, and scarcity gives women an advantage.

https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Cultural-Suppression-of-Female-Sexuality-Baumeister-Twenge/2
6cf592c500860d43ceab39d21816654e53e9c6c

1292norr • 3 points • 8 May, 2021 02:45 AM 

The part about girls being mad at the sexuality of other girls because it devalues their own sexual
“buying power” is pretty interesting

[deleted] • 3 points • 4 May, 2021 10:13 PM 

So it's hot vapid blonde girls we have to blame for the rise in heavy girls?

tiposk • -1 points • 4 May, 2021 01:47 PM 

I see they excluded "slut-shaming" word, but there are many other contexts the word slut is used
without implying any shame or even being gendered. I'm on mobile, but if you look up "slut" on
twitter you'll get a bunch of tweets like "I'm such a slut fir reassurance and communication" (this is a
real tweet).

Moreover, the authors mentioned that the dataset included NSFW accounts and retweets from bots as
long as they had genderednames.

Studies that look into gender attitudes about sexuality find that it is men who are the most likely to
hold traditional double standards, not women.

Helmet_Icicle • 6 points • 4 May, 2021 03:21 PM 

I see they excluded "slut-shaming" word, but there are many other contexts the word slut is
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used without implying any shame or even being gendered. I'm on mobile, but if you look up
"slut" on twitter you'll get a bunch of tweets like "I'm such a slut fir reassurance and
communication" (this is a real tweet).

Beyond certain contexts, it doesn't matter. Those words are gendered and specifically have a
disparaging connotation. If they are used at all, it means they are deliberately conveying the
meaning of the word even if the derogatory intent is absent. You can try to make an argument
about "internalized misogyny" but women are adults in full control of their behavior.

Moreover, the authors mentioned that the dataset included NSFW accounts and retweets from
bots as long as they had genderednames.

This wouldn't complicate the sample size much. You'd probably be surprised at how much google
analytics knows about you.

Studies that look into gender attitudes about sexuality find that it is men who are the most
likely to hold traditional double standards, not women.

A) Source it up, because that's not what the evidence suggests:

https://bigthink.com/robby-berman/study-finds-heterosexual-women-prefer-benevolently-sexist-
men

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/women-who-stray/201812/feminists-think-sexist-men
-are-sexier-woke-men

B) That's irrelevant to the topic at hand, which is that women shame other women far more than
men do

djblackmith • 3 points • 4 May, 2021 08:01 PM 

Damn the men have been on fire recently

tiposk • 0 points • 5 May, 2021 12:20 AM* 

Beyond certain contexts, it doesn't matter. Those words are gendered and specifically have
a disparaging connotation. If they are used at all, it means they are deliberately conveying
the meaning of the word even if the derogatory intent is absent.

It does matter. Shaming isn't determined by words, but by intention.

This wouldn't complicate the sample size much. You'd probably be surprised at how much
google analytics knows about you.

They explicitly said that they didn't filter for bot retweets and NSFW accounts.

Source it up, because that's not what the evidence suggests:

Here (p.1332, p.8 if PDF):

69% of men would respect a woman less because she hooks up a lot, but only 37% of would
respect a man less.

The respective figures for woman are 61% and 67%.

I'm not sure how the preference for benevolent sexism is proof that women are more likely to
hold traditional sexual double standards against other women as the scale they use doesn't
measure this.
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Helmet_Icicle • 2 points • 5 May, 2021 08:45 AM 

It does matter. Shaming isn't determined by words, but by intention.

Would you call your boss a whore or a slut? What about the N-word, F-word, or R-word?
No? Why not? Shaming isn't determined by vocabulary, right?

They explicitly said that they didn't filter for bot retweets and NSFW accounts.

Again, it pales in comparison to the vast throughput of human interaction.

69% of men would respect a woman less because she hooks up a lot, but only 37% of
would respect a man less.

The respective figures for woman are 61% and 67%.

A) Wow an online survey of college students, how scientifically robust: "Men appear to
over-report and/or women to under-report intercourse and fellatio, suggesting that men see
these acts as enhancing and/or women see them as diminishing their status."

B) Again, that is irrelevant to the topic at hand and really only serves to point out that
women use preselection to filter for men capable of having sex at all

I'm not sure how the preference for benevolent sexism is proof that women are more
likely to hold traditional sexual double standards against other women as the scale
they use doesn't measure this.

It's not. It's proof that women don't care about double standards in the way you're trying to
assert, which is irrelevant to the topic.

tiposk • 0 points • 5 May, 2021 03:00 PM 

Would you call your boss a whore or a slut? What about the N-word, F-word, or
R-word? No? Why not? Shaming isn't determined by vocabulary, right?

If my boss was also a personal friend aware that I use these terms tongue-in-cheek. I'd
do it. Me and my friends call each other sluts, bitches, corrupt and anything you can
think of, just for fun, and just like many blacks call each other the n-word, or the few
gays I know call each other faggots or equivalent names that would seem offensive in
other contexts.

If an online survey isn't scientifically robust, why should I consider a twitter study
representative when in the big picture only a minority of users have tweeted the "slut"?

Helmet_Icicle • 0 points • 5 May, 2021 05:00 PM 

If my boss was also a personal friend aware that I use these terms tongue-in-
cheek. I'd do it. Me and my friends call each other sluts, bitches, corrupt and
anything you can think of, just for fun, and just like many blacks call each
other the n-word, or the few gays I know call each other faggots or equivalent
names that would seem offensive in other contexts.

Can you specify: do you truly not understand the problem with this behavior?

If an online survey isn't scientifically robust, why should I consider a twitter
study representative when in the big picture only a minority of users have
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tweeted the "slut"?

A) It's not self-reported

B) They don't know their behavior is being used for a study

C) It doesn't matter if it's in the minority, the relevant part is the gender distribution

tiposk • 0 points • 5 May, 2021 08:31 PM 

Can you specify: do you truly not understand the problem with this
behavior?

I don't see the problem with this behavior provided the right context. Context
matters more than words.

It doesn't matter if it's in the minority, the relevant part is the gender
distribution

If the minority isn't representative, one can't assume that the distribution will be
the same in other circles.

Ihateregistering6 • 0 points • 5 May, 2021 02:06 AM 

69% of men would respect a woman less because she hooks up a lot, but only 37% of
would respect a man less.

While I don't think anyone should respect someone less over this, comparing the two is
pretty much apples to oranges. If men could get laid (excluding escorts/prostitutes) as
easily as women could, these numbers would likely be much more comparable.

SpunkyDred • 2 points • 5 May, 2021 02:06 AM 

apples to oranges

But you can still compare them.

tiposk • 0 points • 5 May, 2021 02:17 AM 

Women can get laid easier because men have lower standards for sex. Judging women
harsher because they have it easy is judging them harsher for having standards as low
as men.

weag5l • 0 points • 5 May, 2021 09:49 AM 

sex is a limited resource

Sex is a currency. He's got that part 100% correct. Rape is theft.

FreierSteinkopf • 6 points • 4 May, 2021 06:17 AM 

Yes

solemn_aside1 points 3 May, 2021 08:39 PM* [recovered] 

I talked about this once. But had a bunch of friends over to waatch a movie and one of the girls in the group
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completely tore down and roasted an actress. Everything from the makeup to the bags under her eyes to loose
skin lmao this bitch wass savage.

Any-Caterpillar7001 • 12 points • 4 May, 2021 07:53 AM 

Often that stems from jealously, her trying to pick out and magnify a woman’s features that aren’t Filtered to
fucking perfection in order to make herself feel better about her overall insecurity complex.

Sorry if this offends anyone.

Depressedbadger97 • 54 points • 3 May, 2021 09:26 PM 

Imagine the way they are talking about men.

captainVlad691 points 3 May, 2021 10:16 PM* [recovered] 

I remember when trump made the grab em by the pussy remark I asked my mom what she thought about
it and her response was that statement was tame compared to the way her girlfriends talk about men.

SamGlass • -1 points • 4 May, 2021 12:31 AM 

Your mom voted for Trump, so her response to you likely was overstated.

teramelosiscool • 18 points • 4 May, 2021 01:18 AM 

really? what would a fair statement be? "my friends say things about guys that are equally crass"?
any assertion that her friends say things that are more crass must only be because she's trying to
defend trump? please

SamGlass • -13 points • 4 May, 2021 01:35 AM 

I'm sure your mom's an uncouth strumpet, I'm just also sure she voted for Trump and wanted
to defend him from potential criticism, even if at her own expense.

Happy Cake Day!

Cobra_x30 • 21 points • 4 May, 2021 01:49 AM 

I don’t think Trump’s statement requires defending. It’s crass, but real. I’m tired of living
in a culture where all these fucking assholes need a fainting couch when they hear rough
talk. Grow the fuck up people.

captainVlad691 points 4 May, 2021 04:03 AM* [recovered] 

Ya that was kind of her point. She wasn't really even saying it to defend him just to
bring up the point that a lot of women hating on it talk about men in pretty much the
same manner. Sure I'd prefer my nation's figurehead not make comment's like that but
part of the reason people were so mad about it is because he was being honest.

Cobra_x30 • 10 points • 4 May, 2021 05:59 AM 

In my experience women are always running personal PR. They rarely say horrible
shit in public or around people they don’t know well. Our society is moving
towards effeminate sensibilities and it’s irritating as fuck because now nobody says
what they think. I prefer to hear all the awful stuff that goes on in a woman’s mind
rather than have it surprise me later.

My xWife after like 5 years of marriage had a black guy hit on her while at a bar.
Her response when she came home was to say she should lose some weight. The
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implication of that statement did not go over my head.

Exotic_ObiWan • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 06:31 AM 

Sorry, I'm slow. What was the implication? That she wants someone new? Oh
just saw, maybe you wanted to write ex-wife

djblackmith • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 08:04 PM 

My xWife after like 5 years of marriage had a black guy hit on her while at
a bar. Her response when she came home was to say she should lose some
weight. The implication of that statement did not go over my head

Mine too could you mind explaining

SamGlass • 1 point • 7 May, 2021 06:31 PM 

If she wasn't saying it to defend Trump, why did this conversation take place in the
context of discussing Trump?  As of '16 you'd been on earth maybe 10 to 15 years
and never heard your mom or her friends speak badly of men before? And only
then found out she does so?  What would compel her to tell you, at that moment,
after, evidently, keeping it a secret from you your entire life?  Lol

Serious question I'm not even joking that would be weird af. 

Her answer was very vague I'd love if you could get her to provide some examples
of what kind of things are said in secrecy amongst her friendgroup. For science.

~~~~~

She said Trump's remarks are tame, which means she and her friends talk about
harming men in more explicit manners than grabbing men by the dick uninvited.
That's frightening.

Bear in mind depressedbadger was referring to tearing down the appearance of
others - saying essentially 'If that's how women criticize other women's looks,
imagine how they criticize men's looks!' 

That is lot different from discussing assaulting someone. 

Arguably, objectifying someone - by reducing them to their physical appearance or
exploitable assets - does indeed make it easier to assault or harm them.  Is that
what this conversation is really about?

SamGlass • -4 points • 4 May, 2021 02:08 AM 

I don't think anyone fainted, I think they were just embarrassed for him. It's
unbecoming of an elder to speak as if he's still a boy. The talk wasn't what I would
characterize as "rough".

If it doesn't need defending, what pray tell are you doing right this moment if not
defending it? ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)

BikePersonDotCom • 4 points • 4 May, 2021 04:10 AM 

who says pray tell LOL

SamGlass • -1 points • 4 May, 2021 04:22 AM* 
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Is that all you've got?┌( ಠ‿ಠ )┘Presumably, anyone who is familiar with it's
meaning. But I could be wrong about this.. 

teramelosiscool • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 02:01 PM 

oh my gosh, thank you bro. "uncouth strumpet" is going to be the ace up my sleeve next
time my mom and i get in a fight.

also thank you, i didn't even realize !

SamGlass • 0 points • 4 May, 2021 09:30 PM 

You didn't realize you came forth from the loins of an uncouth strumpet? Or that your
mum voted red? Or that it was your cake day? Whatever the case, you're welcome.

I wish you many merry fights with your whore mum! Your family's dysfunction is
heartwarming. �

dreadlord999111 • 1 point • 7 May, 2021 01:40 AM 

he’s not president anymore man, find some other old dude to obsess over omg

SamGlass • 0 points • 7 May, 2021 04:15 AM 

Triggert

dreadlord999111 • 1 point • 7 May, 2021 04:42 PM 

nah just looking for conversations that don't revolve around some orange haired
boomer.

SamGlass • 0 points • 7 May, 2021 06:35 PM 

Take it up with the guy who brought him up. Or go read something else?

-WolfieMcq • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 01:23 AM 

But the girl talk you mention about some loser-politician-entitled-disrespect has nothing to do with
harsh remarks about looks.

SamGlass • 1 point • 7 May, 2021 06:48 PM 

He may have accidentally linked objectification (reducing a person from another group to his or
her exploitable assets - which may include, but is not limited to, the evaluation of others in terms
of genetic material and posession of sexual organs) to sexual assault (which includes, but is not
limited to, grabbing other peoples' genitals uninvited).

Presumably negative / objectifying talk about men among women would elicit an increased
willingness to harm men in some way or another. This goes for any 'group' of people.

That's the only connection I can think of between his comment and the comment to which he was
responding.

-WolfieMcq • 1 point • 7 May, 2021 07:20 PM* 

Ok. Are you his lawyer? Cause I was responding to a female making an unrelated comment.
Thats not you.

Let’s just drop it K?
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SamGlass • 1 point • 7 May, 2021 07:47 PM 

Wut

Spacechichen_1990 • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 04:21 AM 

Imagine it!! The horror.

Depressedbadger97 • 0 points • 4 May, 2021 09:49 PM 

I know im scared. Today guess what, a girl complimented me. People on this sub were saying since
im a virgin, i MUST be ugly, but girls constantly compliment me? so wtf? like on my physical
appearance, are they just joking or like what? is it an inside joke "tee hee giggle I told him he has
pretty eyes he thinks it true hahah" like i doubt it, this sub seems to be filled with sexists.

medlabunicorn • 15 points • 3 May, 2021 09:19 PM 

‘That bitch’ != ‘all women,’ any more than ‘that prick’ = ‘all men.’ Insecure people are insecure.

Grand_Duty • 9 points • 3 May, 2021 09:04 PM 

"Bitches be savage these days","as the youths like to say these days!

Zoomers are f*****. I truly want to help them, but I don't know where to start!

Cobra_x30 • 5 points • 4 May, 2021 01:56 AM 

Uh... they are better than Millennials and Boomers, even a touch better than Gen X. They will either take
the blue pill en masse like the millennials and never quite understand reality or be the first normal
generation in 60 years. I mean millennials are still pissed that credit cards need to be paid back and hate
that their $90k degree in transgender basket weaving hasn’t led them to a six figure career. Fucking
useless idiots.

Ladyofblades • 2 points • 4 May, 2021 11:10 PM 

Gen X are pretty terrible in private. They’re extremely irritable and shitty to other people/have a chip
on their shoulder. A lot of them love to moan and complain about dating and the ones who have it
made are just as privileged as boomers IME. I’d prefer to be stuck in a room with a Millenial or
Zoomer than Gen X

Cobra_x30 • 1 point • 5 May, 2021 12:30 AM 

I’d prefer to be stuck in a room with a Millenial or Zoomer than Gen X

You must sincerely enjoy nattering on about the "real housewives" of whatever the fuck city.

I do like a lot of Gen Z.

Ladyofblades • 1 point • 5 May, 2021 12:55 AM 

The only Millenial I know who watches that garbage is one gay guy.

Gen X are way into 90 day fiancé which is even more trashy lol

Cobra_x30 • 1 point • 5 May, 2021 06:07 AM 

The only Millenial I know who watches that garbage is one gay guy. Gen X are way
into 90 day fiancé which is even more trashy lol
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90 day Fiance just pisses me off... but all the people I know who watch it are under 40 and
hispanic.

I'm right there on the cutoff between the two generations. I grew up surrounded by
Millennials and most of my life has been spent with these people. I find the vast majority
to be detestable. The combination of stupidity and vanity is intolerable. They are actually
the only generation to not rebound from the 2008 crash... almost entirely because of their
own proclivity for stupid choices.

Ladyofblades • 1 point • 5 May, 2021 09:28 PM 

I’m a cusper and like fellow cuspers. Don’t like Millenials who are in their late 20s
(tail end millenials) but 30s above older Millenials I’ve hung out with have been hyper
achievers. Made their own companies, so on. No complaints

Cobra_x30 • 1 point • 6 May, 2021 01:36 PM 

LOL... I swear this is probably the first time you said something I feel like I can
totally agree with. For the most part I think we have totally opposite taste in things.

I'm someone that could be Gen X or I could be Millenial depending on how you
draw the line. I think there is a huge gap between older and younger millenials
depending on those who remember 9/11 and those who were too young.

I used to live in a large west coast city. Most of my friends worked in some tech
sector jobs, we all made lots of money. I spent my 20's living like that... traveling,
partying, constantly worried about my appearance. The whole thing just tastes like
dust in my mouth. I moved to the suburbs at 30, and spent my money on
investments not parties. Right now I'm seriously looking into buying a farm and
living in a super rural area. Im fortuneate that my job allows me that flexibility
now. No more traffic, no more pretentious douchebags, no more bullshit. My
daughter can ride horses every weekend.

Ladyofblades • 1 point • 6 May, 2021 02:33 PM 

The difference between the older Millenials I know and the younger is that the
ones I find bearable all realized early on success didn’t mean much without
something else of substance. Some turned to families and others fo the
environment, helping with initiatives in developing countries etc. I was bored
just by hanging around people who had nothing to talk about but investing or
startups, I find people who do really well early tend to have other passions they
turn to once they’ve scratched that itch.

The Gen Xers I know in contrast liked to talk the talk but did nothing but either
get very rich or stayed disconnected from reality instead of putting their money
where their mouth was. They’ve always been crotchety and disagreeable to me

AntWillFortune15 • 1 point • 5 May, 2021 03:43 PM 

Gen X is still complaining about dating? Aren’t they old?

Ladyofblades • 1 point • 5 May, 2021 05:39 PM 

Yup lol. The single ones anyway
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AntWillFortune15 • 1 point • 5 May, 2021 05:59 PM 

Lmao my dad is Gen X and a grandpa. They should have hung it up already �

djblackmith • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 08:09 PM 

and hate that their $90k degree in transgender basket

Please don't tell me such a program exists

Cobra_x30 • 2 points • 5 May, 2021 12:33 AM 

If it doesn't, it is only because some university hasn't figured out how to leverage the idea to fuck
idiots out of their money.

djblackmith • 1 point • 5 May, 2021 03:39 AM 

Damn shits that bad

andromeda_andromeda1 points 3 May, 2021 09:22 PM* [recovered] 

Men and women tend to mock female appearances for different reasons, from my personal experience. Men will
straight up call a fat girl a traffic barrel in a bin bag just to have a laugh, while women will likely make
comments to make themselves look/feel more valuable than whichever woman is in the focus of attention. So
they might defend the girl to look virtuous if she is a non-competition, and torn her appearances to shreds
otherwise.

Rylakb • 15 points • 3 May, 2021 09:44 PM 

Pretty much it, yes.

Not gonna lie, this insult made me laugh like never before

ArnolduAkbar • 8 points • 4 May, 2021 12:37 AM 

Can you use a better example where it’s not warranted? Not a real man if under 6 feet... what should the fatty
who’s not a real woman expect?

Physiologist21 • 6 points • 3 May, 2021 09:50 PM 

I could never imagine being so unaware.

ChibsFilipTelfordd • 1 point • 5 May, 2021 02:56 AM 

For a laugh? No. It's because her shorts literally look like a black trash bag lmfao

MasterTeacher123 • 80 points • 3 May, 2021 08:31 PM 

When I was growing up dudes would make fun of women’s looks but it would be basic. “You ugly you fat”

Girls would go in, and say shit like her eyes are too far apart lol. That is something that never crossed my mind
at all lol

SerpentCypher • 37 points • 3 May, 2021 08:47 PM 

Yes! That kind of thing would never even occur to me, but my gf notices every imperfection on what to me
are average to good looking chicks (and dudes tbf as well).

CrackLover420 • 29 points • 3 May, 2021 09:12 PM 
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It’s cuz as men, most woman are just attractive to us if they’re not obese. That’s why weight is really our
only go to for insults / body shaming. We don’t notice a girl’s eyes are too close together because
chances are she’s attractive.

SerpentCypher • 6 points • 3 May, 2021 09:17 PM 

Ehh she does it with guys too, guys more attractive than me. I guess I'm just glad she doesn't list all of
my physical flaws lol.

Imnotyourodinson • 1 point • 5 May, 2021 01:21 PM 

She probably just Has a keen eye� guess she finds your face very symmetrical

_mwk • 1 point • 5 May, 2021 08:40 PM 

tbh i do that too, it's just having an observant eye lol i also spent hours uselessly watching other
ppl do it so it became automatic

EffectiveBlackCat • 21 points • 3 May, 2021 09:16 PM 

Legitimate. Virtually all men I know arent fussy about women's faces, obesity/overfat is their (and
mine) biggest turn off.

Reed_4983 • 1 point • 6 May, 2021 04:36 PM 

Surely you must have heard those "Put a paper bag over her head and she's still good for sex"
jokes that are part of our culture, right? Clearly a woman's face matters a great deal to many men,
if not the ones you know.

Fafner2 • 1 point • 5 May, 2021 05:57 PM 

It’s cuz as men, most woman are just attractive to us if they’re not obese.

this is something that blue pillers here conveniently ignore time and time again. This is why women
don't have to work as hard to get laid. This is why there's a surfeit of simps at any given time in the
west. Most men do not have standards or are willing to lower their standards because they're too
insecure about being incelibate to have a backbone.

Reed_4983 • 1 point • 6 May, 2021 04:37 PM 

Might also be because men are able to have sex with someone they're not really attracted to (and
enjoy it) more easily. They might be able to temporarily ignore what they think are clear flaws
about a woman's apperance, which is also because it's more easy to enjoy penetrative sex for men.

hudibrastic • 3 points • 4 May, 2021 05:10 AM 

Lol, I have seen girls say that “eyes too far apart” thing about the stunning Anya Taylor Joy

SamGlass • 3 points • 4 May, 2021 12:51 AM 

Lmao

banjocatto • 0 points • 4 May, 2021 06:20 AM* 

Lol I've said the "her eyes are too far apart" thing before. But in my defense, they really kinda are. I've also
never said that about another women, mainly because I've never really seen it that bad on a person (that I
don't like). Idk what it was... like they're too far apart, but also just where they're placed on her face and the
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shape of her eyebrows just make everything look weird. It could be all in my head, but I did notice it right
away when I met her before there were any problems.

Daffan • 29 points • 3 May, 2021 09:28 PM 

Same with Twitter abuse. They did a study once and a ton of misogynist comments come from women. Men
aren't seeking out women's profiles like other women do.

SerpentCypher • 7 points • 3 May, 2021 10:07 PM 

I saw that too.

7-11-21-Luck • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 03:11 PM 

Do you mind sharing the link? I'm having a hard time

Daffan • 3 points • 4 May, 2021 08:06 PM 

http://demos.co.uk/press-release/staggering-scale-of-social-media-misogyny-mapped-in-new-demos-stud
y/

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-36380247

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/women-most-likely-use-misogynistic-language-twit
ter-report-finds-a7364226.html

woxmei • 9 points • 3 May, 2021 09:19 PM 

I dunno men do body shame women but it's generally much more basic than when a women shames a women.

C4yourshelf • 3 points • 4 May, 2021 02:25 PM 

It's not body shaming. It's just she fat I don't find her attractive and then forget about it.

SonicBackScratcher • 49 points • 3 May, 2021 08:44 PM 

I don't think most men are ever in a position to be that picky

Like hell. I know the meme is guys will fuck anything, and some guys will fuck anything but I've turned down
my share of unattractive women.

Women will shame other women out of their own insecurity the same way men will say bad things about other
guys they see as competition.

It takes a level of confidence and maturity when someone of the opposite sex says "I think so and so is really
hot" to say "yea he's really good looking".

poweroverwhelmingg • 17 points • 3 May, 2021 09:27 PM* 

Yeah They say guys will fuck anything... coming from the group that literally shove cucumbers, bananas,
dildos, buttplugs, dicks, fingers, TV remotes into their orifices.

Cooperfive • 33 points • 3 May, 2021 11:06 PM 

you need to stop watching so much porn if you think the average woman is doing that

SherdyRavers • 11 points • 4 May, 2021 08:07 AM 

People on this sub don’t interact with real life people. They think all women do only fans apart from
those who go to church or are born in wealth.
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7-11-21-Luck • 4 points • 4 May, 2021 03:14 PM 

You'd be surprised how many women do those things. The stories I've heard from women using just
about anything when they were younger 13-16 years old

[deleted] • 3 points • 4 May, 2021 08:59 PM 

Where have you heard these stories? r/sex? I assure you the majority of women are not doing
these things.

7-11-21-Luck • 2 points • 4 May, 2021 09:00 PM 

Women that I interact with in real life. Where did I say the majority?

[deleted] • 3 points • 4 May, 2021 09:04 PM 

It’s pretty disgusting that those women are telling you they’ve shoved foreign objects up
their vaginas.

“You’d be surprised how many women do those things” implies a lot of women do this.
We don’t.

7-11-21-Luck • 2 points • 4 May, 2021 09:24 PM 

What is that disgusting? That's weird you want to shame women for being open about
their experiences.

“You’d be surprised how many women do those things” implies a lot of women do
this. We don't.

A lot more than what the other commenter expected but still doesn't imply the
majority.

Either way I never said majority of women do this but I don't believe you know most
women to deny it's a surprising amount who have experimented with putting foreign
objects inside themselves

DonQOnIce • 9 points • 3 May, 2021 11:03 PM 

The fuck kind of women do you even know?

poweroverwhelmingg • 7 points • 4 May, 2021 01:32 AM 

Resourceful ones ��

Due_Movie_1901 • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 05:49 PM 

����

RYNNYMAYNE • 3 points • 3 May, 2021 09:32 PM 

As if you don’t beat your meat.

poweroverwhelmingg • 14 points • 3 May, 2021 09:52 PM 

..How did you miss the entire point? I beat my dick with MY HAND. I’m not drilling holes in fruits,
vegetables, and shoving my 11 in dick in multicolored machines with a variety of preconfigured
settings.
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kissmetilyouredrunk • 18 points • 3 May, 2021 11:15 PM 

I’m not drilling holes in fruits, vegetables, and shoving my 11 in dick in multicolored
machines with a variety of preconfigured settings.

Is this...what porn is teaching men?

upalse • 2 points • 4 May, 2021 07:20 AM 

I presume porn is fine because it usually involves less plastic robots.

bob-object • 4 points • 3 May, 2021 10:16 PM 

Lmao so true

merlinscalculator • 7 points • 4 May, 2021 12:56 AM 

But you listed dicks and fingers as part of the atrocious thing women put in their vaginas... that’s
just sex/normal masturbation. In any case we really for the most part prefer vibrators, no ones
shoving anything inside themselves on a regular basis so you can take a deep breath and relax

poweroverwhelmingg • 0 points • 4 May, 2021 01:16 AM 

Never said atrocious, and nothing I listed was atrocious. But yes first women prefer dick, then
vibrators will suffice, then when vibrators aren’t there, that’s where they’ll get creative in the
grocery isle if they have to... if it’s shaped right, and ain’t a pine cone a girl will fuck it. Only
point I’m making is, girls try to shame like dudes will fuck anything, while walking across the
room sweeping cuz the end of a broomstick is in their pussy lol.

C4yourshelf • 3 points • 4 May, 2021 02:24 PM 

If she already has a vibrator why would she resort to the grocery aisle. Show me on this
doll where the fucking cucumber vibrates

-WolfieMcq • 2 points • 4 May, 2021 01:58 AM 

Of course you aren’t...

nemma88 • 3 points • 4 May, 2021 12:04 AM 

Go watch some male maturbation porn.

poweroverwhelmingg • 6 points • 4 May, 2021 01:31 AM 

Not my thing, that doesn’t sound like a good time to me.

philomexa • 4 points • 3 May, 2021 10:01 PM 

That's rich, coming from the gender that will fuck; fruit, rotten fruit, corpses, animals, exhaust pipes,
trees, couch cushions, infants, dead infants, wounds, eye sockets, socks, cum crusted socks, rotten cum
crusted socks, did I mention infant corpses?

poweroverwhelmingg • 8 points • 4 May, 2021 01:29 AM 

(Hashtag)NotAllMen - but seriously, your listing extremely sick and twisted criminal psychos like
men generally do that.
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psypD • 17 points • 3 May, 2021 10:30 PM 

That's rich, coming from the gender that will fuck; fruit, rotten fruit, corpses, animals, exhaust
pipes, trees, couch cushions, infants, dead infants, wounds, eye sockets, socks, cum crusted socks,
rotten cum crusted socks, did I mention infant corpses?

Wtf? Are you alright? What dark degenerate hellholes of the internet have you been visiting you
freaking weirdo?

-WolfieMcq • 4 points • 4 May, 2021 01:56 AM* 

You got her point and do did I. Throw a rock and you’ll hit a guy who’s tried to screw his dog-or
smeared peanut butter on his thing to be licked off. Every single example given is practiced
routinely my the majority of males so shove your righteous indignation up your hamster hole. A
man I’ll try anything-so lock up the infants!!

YasuotheChosenOne • 6 points • 4 May, 2021 04:33 AM 

or smeared peanut butter on his thing to be licked off.

Nice try, it’s women who like having their things licked �

[deleted] 4 May, 2021 04:36 AM* 

[permanently deleted]

YasuotheChosenOne • 4 points • 4 May, 2021 04:49 AM 

Do you even hear yourself!? Your comment is purely to divert your deviance
away.

???

Denial’s a bitch when everybody knows you’ll say anything to deny men are into
any sick shit they can find!

I don’t recall denying anything. It’s just a simple fact that men prefer having their
things sucked and women prefer having their things licked. In fact, the whole “dog
licking peanut butter” joke was about women in the first place �

Mrs_Drgree[M] • 2 points • 4 May, 2021 10:45 AM 

Don't make things personal

[deleted] 4 May, 2021 01:15 PM* 

[permanently deleted]

Mrs_Drgree[M] • 2 points • 4 May, 2021 01:22 PM 

Doesn't matter. Don't insult users here. Consider this a final warning.

peteypete78 • 8 points • 4 May, 2021 06:52 AM 

Every single example given is practiced routinely my the majority of males

Hahahaha...... No.
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-WolfieMcq • 3 points • 4 May, 2021 01:25 PM 

In typical male type-simply denying facts takes you off accountability ? NO. Search
“infant rape death “ and SIXTEEN recent cases. But hey, We’re wrong for saying it!
Typical Reddit misogyny.

peteypete78 • 4 points • 4 May, 2021 02:27 PM 

Oh I'm sorry is 16 cases of something now to be considered to be a majority of abound
2b.

No so how about you stop being so stupid.

-WolfieMcq • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 03:31 PM 

Oh. Pardon me for giving a shit even ONE HAS BEEN MURDERED. Let alone it
becoming a To-Do item for y’all cause I know when a guy is showing veiled
admiration for the shit some other asshole has done. Conclusion: this little group is
for people I don’t want any part of. I’ll see myself out.

peteypete78 • 4 points • 4 May, 2021 04:38 PM 

Holy shit you need help! where did I say I wanted any part of that?

My beef with your comment is that you have tarred an entire gender based on
the sick action of a few, how about I say all women are child murderers
because some have happened to do that? No? well stfu then.

LSmartestCharacter • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 03:02 PM 

HOW IS THIS MISOGYNY XD

-WolfieMcq • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 03:38 PM 

This group is for male perverts. I’m gone here commandant. Don’t miss your shift
at the nursery. So many infants, so little time.

LSmartestCharacter • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 05:11 PM 

?

-WolfieMcq • 0 points • 4 May, 2021 06:26 AM 

To pretend there isn’t some deviance in how your completely ignoring the truth: men do very
suck Shit that includes animals and children. Get your facts straight. The more your evade this
the truer it is.

LSmartestCharacter • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 03:02 PM 

He didnt say some men dont do it. This was about majority

-WolfieMcq • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 03:34 PM 

The person before me said”the gender” that does these awful things. AND IM
BLAMED BECAUSE THAT LIST Of HORRIBLE DICK SHIT IS TRUE!!

That’s misogyny.

LSmartestCharacter • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 05:11 PM 
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Its not. Not everything you dont like is muh misogoni!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

wtknight[M] • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 01:05 AM 

No personal attacks

-WolfieMcq • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 04:37 AM 

Truth hurts, don’it?

[deleted] 3 May, 2021 10:18 PM 

[permanently deleted]

[deleted] 3 May, 2021 11:10 PM 

[permanently deleted]

Spacechichen_1990 • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 04:29 AM 

Coming ftom the animal raping gender who fuck banana skins, pies, silicon feet, silicon bums, but
bottled up their arses ect..

https://images.app.goo.gl/bVs88hUkqdSztLkZ8

I’ll just leave this here

ectbot • 3 points • 4 May, 2021 04:29 AM 

Hello! You have made the mistake of writing "ect" instead of "etc."

"Ect" is a common misspelling of "etc," an abbreviated form of the Latin phrase "et cetera." Other
abbreviated forms are etc., &c., &c, and et cet. The Latin translates as "et" to "and" + "cetera" to "the
rest;" a literal translation to "and the rest" is the easiest way to remember how to use the phrase.

Check out the wikipedia entry if you want to learn more.

I am a bot, and this action was performed automatically. Comments with a score less than zero will be automatically removed. If I commented on your post and you don't like it, reply

with "!delete" and I will remove the post, regardless of score. Message me for bug reports.

Spacechichen_1990 • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 04:33 AM 

Good bot

B0tRank • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 04:33 AM 

Thank you, Spacechichen_1990, for voting on ectbot.

This bot wants to find the best and worst bots on Reddit. You can view results here.

Even if I don't reply to your comment, I'm still listening for votes. Check the webpage to see if your vote registered!

Reed_4983  [score hidden] 7 July, 2021 03:21 PM 

It's mostly men on this subreddit that are saying "guys will fuck anything". �♂️

Philip8000 • 5 points • 4 May, 2021 05:58 AM 

This would fit my experience. Most of the slut-shaming I've heard has been from other women, though men
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participate in it as well.

yuckyuck13 • 14 points • 3 May, 2021 10:17 PM 

At the college I attended a sorority get suspended for hazing. They had all the pledges strip naked and the sisters
marked what parts of the pledged body they needed to fix. I get it greek life does horrible things to pledges but
what they did promotes eating disorders.

Spacechichen_1990 • 6 points • 4 May, 2021 06:13 AM 

Not body shamers but we tend to criticize other women in ways that we think will make them less attractive to
men. It makes sense as we are in direct competition with eachother.

In HS I was shamed the most for my breasts by rather flat chested girls/called a slut despite being a Virgin
because (and I was told this later by the girl herself) I made her feel insecure regarding her partner.

Fichek • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 11:57 PM 

TIL calling women a slut is criticizing. Will take note of that.

Fichek • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 11:57 PM 

TIL calling woman a slut is criticizing. Will take note of that.

ShakeNBake007 • 13 points • 3 May, 2021 09:41 PM 

Same applies for slut shaming.

revente • 5 points • 4 May, 2021 02:11 AM 

So what! Men are second biggest!!!

0seagirl • 4 points • 4 May, 2021 10:45 AM 

Men seem to body-shame women they find very sexually undesirable, women tend to body-shame women due to
feelings of competition, jealousy, and notions of "modesty" to disguise the former 2.

Kaisha001 • 4 points • 4 May, 2021 11:39 AM 

Girls are far more apt at psychological and emotional violence, and they wield it without remorse.

Joeberdood • 15 points • 3 May, 2021 09:32 PM 

I’ve been harassed in public, but probably the worse harassment I’ve gotten in public was from a woman. She
got all in my face and called me a slut and started filming me .

[deleted] 3 May, 2021 10:30 PM 

[permanently deleted]

eye_fuck • 3 points • 3 May, 2021 10:41 PM 

Or just unstable af

Joeberdood • 1 point • 3 May, 2021 11:39 PM 

Yeah after it happen she sat right across from me and had what looked like the most uncomfortable
nap of her life. She looked like she was in pain or something. I was really feeling for her cause she
seemed to be going through it. The part of me that seeks justice was just like girl you be doing this to
yourself
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Joeberdood • 2 points • 3 May, 2021 11:37 PM 

Yeah I think that’s what it was. I actually complimented her on her shoes and she ignored me, then later
got on the same train as me and then started wanting to fight me . I asked her if she ignored me and she
said yeah. Beyond petty lol . It’s just weird cause I’ve made an effort to compliment girls in public to
spread the love (in as non intrusive and polite way as possible), but sometimes it backfires

peachycreaam • 15 points • 4 May, 2021 12:41 AM 

nah, I’ve heard my nephews and their dumbass male friends that range from late teens to late 20s talk about girls
and they pick on everything from short hair to glasses to stretchmarks. Definitely won’t go near a girl who isn’t
115 lbs., forget chubby let alone obese/bbw. Men are just as complicit in crazy beauty standards as women.

thro_away_2021 • 9 points • 4 May, 2021 02:50 AM 

Those are boys not men, and teenage boys are effing morons.

Aubrey_D_Graham • 20 points • 3 May, 2021 09:14 PM 

Women's biggest detractors will always be other women. They compete differently.

2werd2live2rare2die • 11 points • 3 May, 2021 10:37 PM 

Women are way more jealous of other women than they want to admit. Men if you are put in public with your
girlfriend holding hands take a second and notice the looks you get from other women. Just saying

ChiBron86 • 6 points • 4 May, 2021 12:44 AM* 

This 100%.

As someone who's maybe more partial to thicker women (thick, not fat), the attitude i get from skinnier women
when I pick so or so as super attractive is just bizarre. They basically don't consider anyone with a little belly as
worthy of being considered a legit babe. Reality is, majority of men don't give 2 shits about a little chub on a
woman. Many even prefer it.

deathbecomesme123456 • 0 points • 4 May, 2021 11:19 AM 

That reveals almost a purely sexual—not romantic or aesthetic attraction—to women, though. That you guys
care more about women’s bodies than their faces doesn’t mean you body shame less than women, more that
you only are thinking of women for one purpose.

ChiBron86 • 4 points • 4 May, 2021 01:03 PM* 

Ummm why is the type of attraction even relevant to the topic? I'm merely pointing out how women
react to men who like thicker girls (too). Most of 'em have a narrow definition of beauty and consider any
women with some chub as someone not worthy of high praise. I know there are some men who do this
too, but in my experience it's an attitude much more prevalent amongst women. They seem confused and
sometimes downright annoyed when a guy likes a woman who GASP has a belly.

In reality, most MEN (not boys) really do not care about a little fat on a girl. Many even prefer it.

Good-Strong • 3 points • 4 May, 2021 08:30 AM 

As a girl who had a decidedly ugly phase from around 8/9-13, as well as a pretty strong glow up after that, I’ve
experienced body shaming of different types from both men and women.

In my ugly phase, I was a chubby girl with a big nose, bad teeth (they stuck out at the front plus I had like half a
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dozen extras), bushy eyebrows and a mustache. Combine this with the fact that I had a weird dress sense, and
short curly hair (as if I didn’t look boyish enough already lmao).

It’s safe to say that during this period, 90% of the nasty comments I got were from either boys in my own age
group, or young men in their late teens/early 20s.

But as I got into my teens, I was tired of everyone seeing me as ugly. So I began to groom myself, getting rid of
excess body hair and growing my hair out, and started to dress more fashionably too. I had every single one of
my extra teeth taken out, and began to wear braces to push back the remaining ones.

Even more than any of this, what really made the biggest difference was the fact that I had naturally lost my
previously huge appetite, leading to me getting slimmer, and revealing my suddenly very curvy shape. To put
things in perspective, I was wearing a DD by the time I was just 14.

During this second period (right up until right now), I would say negative comments about my appearance got
very rare in general, and instead I began to get inundated with positive ones, mostly from boys and men. Girls
would sometimes say positive things too, mostly saying how they were jealous of my figure, often calling me
pretty too.

But anything negative that was ever said from around the ages of 13-14 till now, was said by other girls or
women.

From saying I looked like a porn star and a prostitute at school, to making fun of me for being “bouncy” when I
run to “advising” me to wear a wetsuit when I go swimming because anything else looks too disgustingly vulgar
on me- all women.

Tldr; I feel the majority of men/boys are more likely to target or laugh at women/girls they find legit ugly, while
most women/girls are more likely to say something disparaging about her looks if they see the girl as
“competition”.

EminemLovesGrapes • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 11:09 AM 

I feel the majority of men/boys are more likely to target or laugh at women/girls they find legit ugly,

Only when they're younger. As men get older it obviously shifts (because penis) and the ugly women just flat
out get ignored.

Obviously there's still the comments you receive on social media from incel-types but I don't like to count
those as they tend to shit on women as a whole.

But more often than not it just manifests itself as being more aloof toward them (because men do pretty
women favours all the time) and generally paying them no mind.

And yeah, women do it out of envy.

Good-Strong • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 11:59 AM 

Yeah women who most see as "below average" mostly do just get ignored, but nasty looks/comments are
still very much a part of it, just not as open as when they're younger. My 60 year old dad still makes fun
of those of his female colleagues he considers ugly to his friends and to us at home.

Though I do agree that women mostly do it out of jealousy or because they dislike the girl already for
some reason. It is relatively rare for a woman to actively mock another woman just for being "ugly".

Though overall I think we can agree that whether it's from men or women, regardless of the reasons,
women as a whole receive a lot more appearance related bashing than men.

EminemLovesGrapes • 2 points • 4 May, 2021 07:40 PM 
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My 60 year old dad

That might be a generational thing. I already notice the shift within millenials and zoomers (my
generation) and I don't do it much personally either (I just ignore them).

But yeah, women tend to have to deal with that stuff more. Men just get ignored as well. Which,
whether you're male or female isn't fun either.

Good-Strong • 2 points • 5 May, 2021 09:03 AM 

Yeah all the whole anti bullying/body positivity, etc that were so widespread during the 2010s
definitely made it less acceptable to openly bash people for their looks, especially in circles that
include many women, LGBT people, or very liberal people in general in our generation.

I think a lot of men definitely still do it when people from the aforementioned groups (or people
from those groups who they aren’t close to at any rate) aren’t present, or do it more covertly if
they are.

And yeah just ignoring is definitely the more decent (and imo therefore more socially acceptable )
thing to do for most in our generation.

LightOverWater[�] • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 12:59 PM 

most women/girls are more likely to say something disparaging about her looks if they see the girl as
“competition”.

Nailed it. This is the hallmark of female aggression as women jostle for a position in the female dominance
hierarchy. They aren't going to punch your face in but they will absolutely talk shit about you.

Good-Strong • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 03:15 PM* 

Yeah some women really cannot stand another woman getting more male attention than them, I won't say
all or even most are like this but there is a significant minority who are really resentful towards girls who
they perceive as being more attractive than they are. They swallow this resentment and don't utter
anything in front of girls who they feel have a strong social standing relative to them, whereas they act
pretty openly rude/bitchy towards those who they think don't have that.

This nonsense is especially prevalent among the "not like other girls" types who don't wear make up,
purposely dress in a decidedly unsexy fashion and claim to take pride in being the antithesis of the typical
"popular girl" types. I was shocked to realise as my ugly phase began to end that some of these girls were
far, far bitchier than many of the pretty "populars".

Some of the "not like other girls" are basically the female counterparts of "nice guys" Only difference is
they usually aren't quite THAT vitriolic, and instead of directing what vitriol there is at the guys who's
attention they aren't getting (the way "nice guys" do for girls who ignore them), it is directed at the girls
who get more attention thanks to culturally ingrained sexism lmao.

LightOverWater[�] • 2 points • 4 May, 2021 04:11 PM* 

Some of the "not like other girls" are basically the female counterparts of "nice guys" Only
difference is they usually aren't quite THAT vitriolic, and instead of directing what vitriol there is
at the guys who's attention they aren't getting (the way "nice guys" do for girls who ignore them),
it is directed at the girls who get more attention thanks to culturally

The asymmetry here exists as a symptom or manifestation of differences between men and women. I
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can speak to the men's side. The low-value male (nice guy), directs his vitriol at women for a few
reasons. A primary difference is that men are pursuers and women are selectors.

The nice guy might pursue 20 women and get rejected by all of them; he resents women for that
because they are the barrier in front of him (as opposed to himself or high value males).

On the other hand, women resent other women, so why can't men resent other men? If the nice guy
applied female aggression in the male domain by attempting to destroy the reputations of other men
he would get his face smashed in. The threat of violence keeps men in order. But what if the "nice
guy" is actually more aggressive or could win the fight? At that point he's the dominant male and
automatically rises in the male dominance hierarchy and exudes qualities that attract women. The
men who resent women are low value and too weak to establish any dominance.

Why is it then, that women resent other women, instead of men?

I can surmise that as women are the selectors who are pursued by men, suddenly when men no longer
pursue them their eyes shift to where the men are going. It's the feeling that you have men's attention
but then it's taken by other females. So the resentment is held for other women.

EDIT: I should probably address your point about the less attractive girls being bitchier.

This nonsense is especially prevalent among the "not like other girls" types who don't wear make
up, purposely dress in a decidedly unsexy fashion and claim to take pride in being the antithesis
of the typical "popular girl" types. I was shocked to realise as my ugly phase began to end that
some of these girls were far, far bitchier than many of the pretty "populars".

The more attractive girls get more attention from men and are higher in the female dominance
hierarchy because of that. Unfortunately, there's not much the the less attractive ones can do if they
are not nearly as attractive—this is genetic. So how do they compete/aggress against the pretty
women above them in the hierarchy? Destroy their reputation (gossip, rumors) or bully them to break
their spirit in order to lower men's desire for them.

HelpfulJColeStan2 • 3 points • 4 May, 2021 08:31 AM 

I mean I've never seen a woman refer to another woman as a "landwhale." Just saying

default_nickname • 3 points • 4 May, 2021 09:21 AM 

This won't be a surprise to any woman who grew up amongst her own kind. The worst, relentless, non-stop
psychological bullying I've experienced was from my peers, girls turning into adult women. Can't imagine any
boy pulling that kind of crap off.

Pilling_it • 3 points • 4 May, 2021 10:51 AM 

Well, that's a way of putting down other women, attacking their feminity so they lose credibility. Make sense.

Physiologist21 • 10 points • 3 May, 2021 09:48 PM 

Men have a much wider range of what they find attractive, this has been proven a million times.

Like men do not care about all your beauty bullshit, we know it's fake, you aren't kidding anyone. We would
much rather a low maintenance gal who is feminine.

paranormal_shoes1 points 3 May, 2021 11:24 PM* [recovered] 

. We would much rather a low maintenance gal who is feminine.
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There is no such thing as a low maintenance girl/woman who is also feminine. I myself rarely wear much
makeup (just starting to get into makeup now since I'm older) but I'm insane about skincare/haircare. Always
have been.

I also don't spend much on clothing, but I'm very particular about what fits me/ flatters my body shape when
I'm not working. I work a very blue collar job so i usually wear hoodies and jeans. Comfort first. When I'm
outside of work it's a different story. Other people think that I'm "low maintenance" for this reason.

Everything takes effort. Even if the woman doesn't spend much on clothes, makeup, or accessories. You can't
have it both ways. It takes alot of work being a woman.

Good-Strong • 4 points • 4 May, 2021 10:36 AM 

Lol true, most guys do not look at genuinely low maintenance women at all. Painfully few women could
be considered cute/pretty by most (let alone beautiful) even if they put no work into their appearance.

Physiologist21 • 6 points • 3 May, 2021 11:38 PM* 

It takes alot of work being a woman.

If you say so, I've been with plenty of beautiful woman who were low maintenance. It's not "a lot of
work" to put on a little make up and not be a slob or not act like a man.

paranormal_shoes1 points 4 May, 2021 12:45 AM [recovered] 

If you say so, I've been with plenty of beautiful woman who were low maintenance.

Oh really? How do you know for sure? Do you follow them into the bathroom?

Many women won't admit that they're "high maintenance" because of the stigma that goes along with
it.

That smooth skin men love? That takes work, even if you're 20 years old. Now I'll admit not as much
work, but it still takes effort. Alot of young women deal with acne. Older women have to deal with
wrinkles and sagging skin. And if you're part of the rare unfortunate crowd, you have to deal with
both.

All of that takes cleansers, lotions, serums, creams, sunscreens, etc. Smooth skin on the body/getting
rid of bodily hair? More work. I could go on and on. You get the picture.

A slim feminine body? That takes the most work. Watching caloric intake and keeping fit isn't easy,
no matter what your age.

Either you're incredibly young and naive, or you only date early 20's women. Though good luck to
you finding a balance of both as you get older haha.

Edit: There's nothing wrong with taking care of yourselves ladies. You are all beautiful.

[deleted] 4 May, 2021 12:53 AM 

[permanently deleted]

[deleted] 4 May, 2021 12:54 AM 

[permanently deleted]

[deleted] 4 May, 2021 12:56 AM* 

[permanently deleted]
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[deleted] 4 May, 2021 01:15 AM 

[permanently deleted]

Mrs_Drgree[M] • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 09:32 AM 

Be civil

MissAnthropic123 • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 09:28 AM 

So you’re familiar with doing makeup and not acting like a man, to know this for sure?

dxfifa • 2 points • 4 May, 2021 01:04 AM 

It's sad but kinda hilarious that you think femininity is solely appearance. So off base

paranormal_shoes1 points 4 May, 2021 01:18 AM [recovered] 

Oh trust me, I don't. There are other components to being feminine. That's a whole other can of
worms I could go on about...

dxfifa • 2 points • 4 May, 2021 03:13 AM* 

Well why would you make such a disingenuous comment then?

You say there is no such thing as a low maintenance girl who is also feminine. You then talk
solely about appearance and upkeep which is under the category of maintenance. If you knew
there was other reasons you could be feminine without these things (clearly referring to beauty
maintenance from the original comment) you wouldn't argue that the two are so interlinked you
CANNOT be both feminine and low maintenance

With your statement stating low maintenance can not equal feminine you're effectively saying
better appearance and looks equals higher femininity because femininity is predominantly
maintenance.

There would be no distinction from the man you replied to if his idea of femininity and
maintenance were related or as you imply, the same.

If you do in fact know they aren't the same then your whole argument is in bad faith. I chose to
give you credit for ignorance or differing definition of femininity not bad faith arguing.

Seems we both know there are tons of ways women can be feminine outside of maintenance so I
ask you why you tried to argue that point.

The only possible way you could possibly be arguing in good faith is if you think beauty and
maintenance is so tied to femininity that you cannot have the latter without the former two. And
that is just as sad and hilarious as solely appearance. Very shallow idea

So you get where I stand, putting lipstick on a pig applies to overall femininity just as well as it
does beauty.

So many pretty, maintained women I wouldn't say are feminine at all in their actions and
personality.

So many handsome, in shape men are not masculine in actions and personality

Many of these have faux/toxic/imitated femininity/masculinity (whatever word you like) where
they copy the outward, most obvious traits that they see but inside they are not the same

paranormal_shoes1 points 4 May, 2021 03:20 AM [recovered] 
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Isn't this thread about body shaming? I was referring to that aspect. I'm relatively new here.

Can someone please explain to me why everyone on this sub is so miserable and bitter? Dear
god.

dxfifa • 2 points • 4 May, 2021 03:33 AM 

I'm not miserable or bitter, I'm deconstructing your logic of the assertion that "There is no
such thing as a low maintenance girl/woman who is also feminine."

Combined with your reply, saying you do understand femininity is not solely about
appearance and that you clearly understood what the guy you're referring to meant by
"maintenance" and "femininity" I am convinced your argument was in bad faith.

Someone strongly disagreeing with your assertion and pointing out when you are lacking
logic doesn't make them bitter.

PPD is the sub, the D means something.

paranormal_shoes1 points 4 May, 2021 03:40 AM [recovered] 

Are you talking about this comment that I responded to earlier?

"Like men do not care about all your beauty bullshit, we know it's fake, you aren't
kidding anyone. We would much rather a low maintenance gal who is feminine."

I don't see anywhere in that quote where he was talking about actions or mannerisms
when it comes to femininity. He was talking about beauty standards. I was simply
responding to what he wrote.

I'm honestly tired of all the negative bs here. Have fun arguing with yourself.

dxfifa • 2 points • 4 May, 2021 03:46 AM 

Low maintenance and femininity are clearly distinct in that comment.

And the first sentence makes it even more obvious he's referring to low
maintenance as low levels of "beauty bullshit" and that the feminine he's referring
to is completely separate to maintenance for him, therefore "beauty bullshit" is
separate to femininity and he's talking about all femininity not based on that

AceOfBlacks • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 10:23 AM 

Don't bother, you are trying to convince a woman, this was her entire argument
broken down into steps.

Step 1. Assume everything is about physical appearance.

Step 2. Get your ass backwards logic broken down for you.

Step 3. Insult the other partys personality by calling them bitter, eg. shaming.

Step 4. Lose debate and run away so you don't have to face your own duality.

Good-Strong • 9 points • 4 May, 2021 10:33 AM 

A lot of guys (particularly those who believe in the red pill and such things, and many well outside these
ideologies too) idolise the idea of a girl who is extremely low maintenance girl who doesn't care much about
how she looks, but at the same time is very conventionally pretty/feminine despite it.

But in reality, such girls are barely ever found because most women are actually not beautiful by
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conventional standards without the help of extensive grooming, skincare regimes, makeup, diets/exercise, or
even fillers/surgeries in some cases.

And most of the girls who are conventionally pretty even without these things still take interest in them, as
they know they're already pretty and want to get even prettier.

Hence the vast majority of women most men would find above average (and a lot of the women they would
probably find average or below) generally take a fair amount of interest in their appearance. The legit low
maintenance women are the ones who most guys see as no more than 5s.

Physiologist21 • 2 points • 4 May, 2021 02:00 PM 

Read what I wrote.

Feminine and low maintenance does not mean you need to be a 10. Similarly being low maintenance
does not mean you put zero effort into yourself.

Good-Strong • 5 points • 4 May, 2021 02:43 PM 

So what exactly do you mean by being feminine in this context then?

Physiologist21 • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 07:00 PM 

The same thing being feminine means in every context. The fact you don't know says a lot.

Good-Strong • 2 points • 5 May, 2021 09:35 AM* 

b Taking an interest in fashion, and beautifying yourself in various ways are seen as a very
important parts of being traditionally feminine in most cultures.

But since you specifically don't want a woman who's into that, I'm assuming you meant very
submissive/compliant, and possibly enjoying traditionally feminine hobbies (of course barring
makeup/fashion) like cooking, sewing, etc.

Physiologist21 • 0 points • 5 May, 2021 03:36 PM 

You can beautify all you want I’m just not going to waste my time with someone who
spends a mind numbing amount of time on superficial things.

Yes by feminine i mean, friendly, cooperative, graceful, etc. not the modern day business
woman. Im not interested in pissing matches id win anyways. There isnt a woman in the
world pretty enough to bring constant chaos into my life.

Good-Strong • 1 point • 5 May, 2021 04:03 PM 

Being less traditionally feminine, or being high maintenance doesn't necessarily mean
chaos or drama, but fair enough- you're entitled to your own preferences.

Siukslinis_acc • 5 points • 4 May, 2021 05:52 AM 

Like men do not care about all your beauty bullshit, we know it's fake, you aren't kidding anyone.

What's your take on body hair on women? Because shaving body hair is part of the beauty bullshit.

Physiologist21 • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 01:57 PM 

The same as my take on not looking like a slob.

Siukslinis_acc • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 03:51 PM 
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Wht's so slobbish about body hair?

HumanNumber348 • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 04:59 AM 

Men have a much wider range of what they find attractive, this has been proven a million times.

Interesting. Do you have a source?

-WolfieMcq • 6 points • 4 May, 2021 01:26 AM 

“women have a worse body image than men”. .

Gee, ya think?

fayruza961 points 3 May, 2021 10:08 PM [recovered] 

The problem with this is that this behavior in women is caused by how society has treated their bodies and their
image. They’ve been taught for yeaaaars that their bodies should look a certain way. This has mostly been
created by the men behind the companies advertising for razors, clothes, hair products, makeup etc. back in the
days. This doesn’t just come out of nowhere.

dxfifa • 12 points • 4 May, 2021 01:33 AM* 

Yes, it's only women who get told their body should be a certain way.

Men have a far more unrealistic body ideal to live up to.

The ripped movie star has a nutritionist, a workout plan, supplements and for his shirt off scene hasn't drunk
water in a day to look shredded. The big buff ripped gym rat is on steroids and works out 10x a week.

To be lean and noticeably muscular for men is very difficult (and that's the minimum for a guy with non
pretty boy looks to be considered hot, and EVERY action hero/ action figure/ sports star is leaner and most
more muscled than that. He's at least a 6/10 in looks too. Not to mention tall, or handsome and in shape
enough to compensate

To be entry level near universal hot as a woman you need to have an average face and be slim, while doing
hair, skin and makeup. Or be below average and have a banging body + care routines. Most (+/-75%) of
women COULD attain this bar the truly ugly or health conditioned ones.

Entry level near universal hot, (not "cute") for a guy is to be at LEAST a decent looking guy (that cuts out
50% immediately even if they got low body fat). Low- low medium body fat, but some muscle (not too
skinny, at least average height (cuts out 40%).

That's merely the minimum for each category, if you have the minimum you gotta compensate in the others.
If you look like a male model (or very hot for a certain scene), are absolutely ripped, or are 6'4" you can lack
others.

Most men that looks max with hair, fashion, gym, diet are gonna fail the MINIMUM requirements on one of
height or face to be universally attractive, and that looks maxxing takes years, and good genetics (no hair
loss, gains muscle well, no gyno or body issues).

Most women who looks max are gonna be considered sexy.

We may get told looks don't matter for us, but is it better to know the harsh truth and be able to take action or
be told something which is partially true at best and misleading at worst)

insertcredit2 • 7 points • 4 May, 2021 06:03 AM 

This is nonsense. It's just how women display aggression. Men use physical violence and women use
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reputation destruction. You can observe it in every culture and in very young children.

xXx_FireHydrants_xXx • 9 points • 3 May, 2021 09:04 PM 

Men don't say shit because punching down is bad, women say shit because punching leveled (equal) is okay, this
is why women punching up at men is completely ignored and even at times glorified, even women straight up
beating the shit out of a guy in daylight gets the same treatment. All men would love to have standards and body
shame the shit out of women, it's a literal position of power as that's them being picky. If you had a lot of choices
OP and thought of yourself as desirable you would probably care about the cellulite too. Remember all the shit
guys get for being too short or not at least 6 feet tall, small dick that's either not long enough or not thick enough
(even at times when he's average or above average), and a bunch of other shit. Women do this crap because they
can, because they have options, if men could give women shit like "cup size too small, flat ass, ugly pussy" then
they'd fucking do it if they could, but doing that is shooting themselves in the foot. Think about a Chad with a lot
of options do you think he would fuck women with the curves of a brick if he had curvier women to choose
from? Fuck no! He gets the best fucking women he has access too, only reason average chicks get a chance is
because a better looking girl isn't in the group at the time.

EffectiveBlackCat • 3 points • 3 May, 2021 09:21 PM 

Chads will do a clean sweep of any girl that's not fat. Anything 5+/10 is for the taking to chad. That
butterface 120lbs woman on OkCupid? yeah she's able to get with a top 10% man simply for not being a hog.

Considering 70% on dating apps are fat, women have the majority of competition beat simply for being
skinny or normal BMI.

xXx_FireHydrants_xXx • 2 points • 3 May, 2021 09:28 PM 

Yeah but remember with high female standards only top 20% of men are considered, with your numbers
it's 1.5women to every 1man, those are good odds for the Chads, especially between low standards he'll
just be fucking one of the 30% a lot but gladly take one of top top +10% when they show up. So even
though the competition between women is lowered they're still having to compete with each other in the
top 30% range. While all the landwhales drain beta bank accounts down at the all you can eat buffet.

EffectiveBlackCat • 2 points • 3 May, 2021 09:32 PM 

A butterface woman is automatically top 30% simply for having a fuckable nonfat body.

A butterface man cannot be top 30% of men. He's in the bottom third unless he's 6ft+ and has a
Rambo body.

xXx_FireHydrants_xXx • 2 points • 3 May, 2021 09:35 PM 

What I'm saying is the the quantity of men and women in the top 30% is skewed in favor of men
(more women then men), so it's easier to find a top 30% partner. However a woman that is at 25%
will lose to a woman that is at 5%, simply because the 5% is much more attractive. This is how
the 80/20 thing works just in a smaller control group.

Good-Strong • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 10:11 AM 

Not true at all.

Most "top 20%" kind of guys don't even look at average women (unless they're comparatively very
wealthy/high achieving or something in some cases), let alone the ones most would consider below
average.
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EffectiveBlackCat • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 04:06 PM 

They will if the average woman is slim.

Adhdathon • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 10:21 AM 

This is location specific. I live in a fat country but in inner city and affluent coastal areas there are very
few fat women. Men in my country are fat regardless of location, class, income etc unfortunately.

Good-Strong • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 10:05 AM* 

I'm as blue pilled as can be lol but I completely agree with this.

There are exceptions, but the fewer options people have, the less critical they tend to be, and the more
options they have, the more critical/"picky" they will be about a potential

If you exclude the misogyny/entitlement- being below average by most standards yourself, but being
exceptionally particular about a potential partner's looks and not being able to be content being single is what
results in a situation like that of the incels.

LSmartestCharacter • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 03:06 PM 

I couldnt care less as long as she isnt 20+cm taller than me or 20 kg heavier than me.

Also has to have basic hyigene like mine.

Good-Strong • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 03:31 PM 

Wow no offence but those are unusually, and shockingly low standards.

LSmartestCharacter • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 05:11 PM 

Thats what happens when you are a LVM. Gotta have low standards.

[deleted] 3 May, 2021 09:04 PM 

[permanently deleted]

wtknight[M] • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 01:07 AM 

Automod, please. Replies to CMV posts must challenge the OP's view.

[deleted] • 2 points • 3 May, 2021 11:09 PM 

Turtles

GunnzzNRoses • 7 points • 3 May, 2021 09:46 PM 

Women are their own worst enemy, they created their own unreachable beauty standard

SouthernGrass3 • 5 points • 3 May, 2021 10:17 PM 

As a teenager, the insults from women were usually more specific (ex: criticizing someone nose v. calling them
fat). As an adult, people seem to be less critical overall, but I probably hear more insults from men than from
other women.

majani • 4 points • 3 May, 2021 11:47 PM 

All weak animals exhibit high anxiety levels which makes them default to looking for what's wrong with their
environment. This tendency with women also turns them into massive haters and negative Nancies, especially
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when they aren't attracted to you

superlurkage • 13 points • 3 May, 2021 08:41 PM 

I’ve never heard women complain about the “fatties and uggos” that exist on dating sites

poweroverwhelmingg • 16 points • 3 May, 2021 09:18 PM 

What are you talking about? Women literally don’t talk to you unless you “6ft and up”. I’ve seen SEVERAL
demand their partners are 6’4 while the girl is 5’5.

superlurkage • -6 points • 3 May, 2021 09:25 PM 

Are we counting height as equivalent to body shape or facial features now? If so, I will concede that
point

poweroverwhelmingg • 15 points • 3 May, 2021 09:55 PM 

Easily equivalent and comparable. Women for sure shame on fat dudes, and ugly dudes all day. With
the addition of 2 things for the most part guys don’t care about, in regards to women, where they go
extra savage: Height and baldness.

n3waccount20201 points 3 May, 2021 08:59 PM [recovered] 

because they don't even register as people. There's enough good looking guys at the top of the stack that they
match with, everyone else doesn't matter.

superlurkage • 4 points • 3 May, 2021 09:03 PM 

I’d take indifference over hostility everyday and twice on Sunday

LSmartestCharacter • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 03:07 PM 

Plenty of women trash talk men`s looks.

Adhdathon • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 10:17 AM 

Really? My friends and I screenshot and send the worse offenders to each other.

Good-Strong • 0 points • 4 May, 2021 07:41 AM 

That’s because whether it comes from men or women, most of body shaming is directed at women.

Flightlessbirbz • 7 points • 3 May, 2021 08:52 PM 

I’ve observed the opposite. If there’s going to be a shitty comment about a woman’s body, it’s almost always
from a male. This is especially true for heavier or less conventional women, but goes for conventionally
attractive women too. Some guy always has to point out why her body is wrong because he personally doesn’t
find it ideal. Women can be mean too but tend to be more complimentary of each other. And no, it’s not always
fake. I know I genuinely find tons of women beautiful, curvy and skinny and in between. With females, it’s
mostly teen girls who body shame, not adult women. But I see it from grown men quite frequently. I don’t care
what anyone says, men are picky and cruel about women’s bodies. They’ll say anything to get in your pants, yes,
but when that’s not a possibility, you see what they really think.

escapethesolarsystem • 6 points • 3 May, 2021 09:11 PM* 

Men have no urge or motivation to put down women's appearance, unless the woman is obnoxious, entitled,
rude, combative, disrespectful, immature, tries to compete with them, or is generally unpleasant in her
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behavior.

The fact that you experience a lot of that from men strongly suggest that you are one or a combination of
those things, or the women you usually hang around are. Men are happy to "punch down" verbally at an
"empowered", "fat positive", screeching feminist troll, but they aren't going to it to some normal kind and
pleasant fat / ugly girl who they just don't want to have sex with.

Flightlessbirbz • 7 points • 4 May, 2021 12:46 AM 

That’s just false. Men talk shit about women they’ve never even spoken to. For example, when that
picture of Billie Eilish in shorts and a tank top came out, I remember it being mostly men ridiculing her
body. She might have some views they don’t like or they don’t like her music or something I don’t really
know, but she’s hardly some obese “screeching feminist.” She just didn’t meet their visual standards, it’s
that simple. Pick any woman halfway in the public eye, and there will be a man explaining why her
elbows are too pointy or her big toe looks weird.

I don’t have a lot of personal experiences with being a target of this, but the only times someone ever
picked apart or made fun of my body was grown ass men when I was a teen. And no, I was never fat and
was often embarrassingly anti-feminist. Always for things out of my control like natural features or lack
of curves. Men do this just to put women down, there doesn’t always have to be a justifiable reason.

thelajestic • 7 points • 3 May, 2021 09:23 PM 

Men have no urge or motivation to put down women's appearance, unless the woman is obnoxious,
entitled, rude, combative, disrespectful, immature, tries to compete with them, or is generally
unpleasant in her behavior.

This is just a lie. Stop lying, what purpose does it serve? You'd have to be deaf, blind and illiterate to
have not seen/heard/read men be cruel about a woman's looks just because. It happens all the time.

Rylakb • 3 points • 3 May, 2021 09:39 PM 

Just because ?

thelajestic • 5 points • 3 May, 2021 09:52 PM 

Just because

Rylakb • 1 point • 3 May, 2021 09:58 PM 

Go further. You clearly know that men are cruel mostly toward women’s appearance when
they’re fat.

thelajestic • 9 points • 3 May, 2021 10:05 PM 

Or when he perceives her to be fat even if she's not, or when he's bitter she won't sleep
with him, or if she's more successful than him or in the public eye, or if he just doesn't like
her, or he's being a dick, or he's trying to "neg"

Etc etc etc

miaowkitty • 2 points • 4 May, 2021 05:31 AM 

When she's not fat enough, that's also one. I got so much shit about that when I was a
teenager, and it was never from the girls. On the contrary, one girl tried to comfort me
after some guy was shouting at me because I was thin.
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Physiologist21 • 4 points • 3 May, 2021 09:53 PM* 

I'd say thats pretty accurate. I can't really think of any time in my life where I've seen a man verbally
ruin a woman aside from that women starting off in the wrong.

The men who are successful don't bother, and the large majority who are not never say anything to
women even if truthful because it might hurt their chance of getting a crumb of pussy.

Men live lies where character traits are required as the world doesn't give a damn. Women do not, it's
why you got femcels thinking they deserve brad pitt.

thelajestic • 10 points • 3 May, 2021 10:01 PM 

I can't really think of any time in my life where I've seen a man verbal ruin a woman aside
from that women starting off in the wrong.

And I can think of hundreds.

Goodthingstartssmall • 0 points • 3 May, 2021 11:10 PM 

Some guy always has to point out why her body is wrong because he personally doesn’t find it ideal

In what world is this shaming? Are men not allowed to have preferences? Obviously to many women lack
the serenity to not overthing this especially that women e.g insult athletic men as "average" all the time
because they think only cover models are athletic.

Flightlessbirbz • 6 points • 4 May, 2021 01:08 AM 

There’s a big difference between saying “eh not my type” when asked and making totally unsolicited
nasty comments about someone who never asked for your opinion.

tiposk • 5 points • 3 May, 2021 08:42 PM 

I keep hearing how women are the biggest slut/fat/body shamers, but I just don't see it. As someone with both
male and female friends, I've seen both engaging in this kind of behavior at equal rates. I've also seen plenty of
men complaining about women being either too far or two skinny.

The idea that most female shaming comes from women is just a cope of women's part and avoindance of guilt on
the man's part.

nyclaurco • 8 points • 3 May, 2021 09:15 PM 

women tend to criticize the little things that men don’t even think about. the eyebrows, if a woman’s eyes are
too close together, the fact that she’s wearing an outdated high-low floral printed skirt, having a bad waist to
hip ratio, stuff like that. men usually opt for the hard-hitting, more general insults like fat, ugly, manly,
anorexic skinny. men’s insults are also often “incorrect” which is incredibly frustrating. they’ll say that high
waisted bottoms are ugly and unflattering when they’re objectively more flattering, as they cinch the waist in
and give the butt a rounded shape; they just mean that they dislike overly high waisted bottoms that are so
high that they’re 2 inches below our nipples. they’ll also call one girl a clown face because she’s wearing
colorful makeup and point to another girl who is wearing literally the same amount of “clown” makeup but
in nude/brown and call her “natural”.

tiposk • 8 points • 3 May, 2021 09:45 PM 

This doesn't make men less of a shamer, just worse at spotting details.
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nyclaurco • 10 points • 3 May, 2021 09:48 PM 

yeah it’s just annoying that the whole thread is like reeeeee!!! wammin!!!!

poweroverwhelmingg • 2 points • 3 May, 2021 09:29 PM 

Most guys that “shame” are putting up a front. Ask them immediately after they make a comment “would
you still fuck her?” - most times you’d still get a yes. Then do the opposite with women. Then send me the
results.

kissmetilyouredrunk • 11 points • 3 May, 2021 09:59 PM 

Would they commit to her? Would they be proud to show her off to their friends? Because THAT'S what
women care about

poweroverwhelmingg • 2 points • 4 May, 2021 12:57 AM 

First question, maybe. To the second question, probably not. Just telling you how it is, women’s most
valuable asset to a man in that regards is straight beauty. Basically like a trophy, not saying it’s right
just saying how it is.

kissmetilyouredrunk • 7 points • 4 May, 2021 01:08 AM 

Right, that’s why I’m saying “I’d fuck her” is not valuable or flattering to women. At all

poweroverwhelmingg • -1 points • 4 May, 2021 01:35 AM 

False, validation and attention is the biggest currency to American women. Look at: fashion
industry, make up industry, plastic surgery, social media etc etc

kissmetilyouredrunk • 6 points • 4 May, 2021 01:40 AM 

Yes, so they can be desirable enough to get a man to COMMIT to them. "I'd stick my dick
in you" is not validating.

poweroverwhelmingg • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 01:48 AM 

Yes it is validation, as also would if multiple men would commit. They are both
validation. Just like if a dude can have sex with 1,000 women. That is validation.

kissmetilyouredrunk • 5 points • 4 May, 2021 01:52 AM 

Yeah only a man could think that. Attention from guys who just want to hook up
has negative value to women

poweroverwhelmingg • 4 points • 4 May, 2021 02:01 AM 

See what all the girls on onlyfans has to think about this.

But really, that is millions of American women's hustle from 17-35. Exploiting
the sexual attention of men.

KeynesPutoAmo • 1 point • 5 May, 2021 09:40 AM 

Negative value, yet woman in subs like foreveralonewoman and ugly crave
attention to an extent to desire catcalling and more stuff.

tiposk • 2 points • 3 May, 2021 09:41 PM 
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If I told you "you're short/fat/bald and not really my type, but I'd still date you" would it be a front of just
me settling for you? In any case it doesn't matter, I'm still making fun of you at your expense.

Physiologist21 • 4 points • 3 May, 2021 09:55 PM 

I'd be pretty confused. Also, not a very good joke.

poweroverwhelmingg • 2 points • 3 May, 2021 10:02 PM 

There’s a huge difference between having a preference and taking it to shaming. So my vote goes to
that is putting up a front.

tiposk • 1 point • 3 May, 2021 10:15 PM 

So where do you draw the line between the two? If I told you "you're ugly", would you really care
if I'm shaming you or just expressing my preference for attractive men?

Five_Decades • 2 points • 3 May, 2021 09:20 PM 

women are competing to tear each other down to win over men.

It's evolution.

Sphinx1176 • 2 points • 4 May, 2021 01:06 AM 

My mom is the one responsible of most of my body image issues u.u

AceOfBlacks • 2 points • 4 May, 2021 10:37 AM 

I can relate to this, not because I've personally been shamed by my parents, but my brother has been shamed
by my father his entire life for being obese, however attempts have been made to use me as a psychological
weapon in order to shame my brother into losing weight. Basically my father would use me as a "prime"
example of how my brother should look and throw it in his face with ruthless comments... always felt a duty
to comfort my brother after these incidents, parents who pit siblings against each other are garbage.

PlayfulLawyer • 1 point • 3 May, 2021 08:58 PM* 

Well I can't agree with that, as men we do have a preference between boob sizes, I do like melons over mosquito
bites etc., but in this day and age especially with the internet you're going to be harsh towards the opposite sex a
lot of times because that's who you're going to be dealing with dating wise, women like to talk about "stop body-
shaming" but are the first ones to throw out "little dick energy" lol, so I can't say women are the biggest body
shamers of other women.

They are the biggest slut shamers of other women though,easily

loudbeat69 • 2 points • 4 May, 2021 01:37 AM 

Weird how this is marked as a CMV?

Everything think OP has stated is 100% accurate.

Women constantly try to get the upper hand over each other, whether it be for a potential sexual partner or just
plain hierarchical status amongst other females within work circles or friends etc.

Every time I am around mostly women situations, whether at work or around friends, I'm always shocked at the
level of bitchiness and ruthlessness women have towards each other, especially behind another co-worker or
friends back. I'll never forget at my wifes work one of her work colleagues found out she had throat cancer and a
supposed friend/colleague made her cry in a horrible mess by writing a eulogy for her and reading it out to
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everyone. Apparently that wasn't even the worst thing that happens at her work amongst the all women setting.

At my work one young women has turned completely anorexic and got a completely unnecessary nose job trying
to compete with the more attractive sales women who gets all the male attention, others women here will act all
nice to each other like beasties but the shit I hear in the background that they say about each other is just crazy.

geometersbane • 1 point • 3 May, 2021 11:41 PM 

Everyone knows this. Women can deny and deflect all they want. They're not fooling anyone.

-WolfieMcq • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 01:49 AM 

Bear in mind I enjoy my singleness and I’m missing nothing by doing exactly what I want-so I’m not gonna
chase just any dude no matter what: in my lifetime I take all the verbal criticism heaped high on the platter of
male-judgement and distain and look at myself and say, ok. If my hairs not perfect/neg 10. Fat? Yup/got fat/neg
30, teeth? decent dental work but not perfect all-original pearly-whites so neg 20. Make up imperfect cause I’m
not a super model/neg 10. Skin ok but blotchy-some spots and imperfections/neg 20. Money? have plenty but
not rich/neg 10.

100-100% Equals 0% good enough for all the guys alive now since that’s how you see me. And that’s how you
judge women. I don’t give a rats ass to be noticed now. Through is, it’s a game to play a woman so frankly—I
will ignore you to death knowing I’m not the perfection men are entitled to-so I don’t bother. There is no
winning this from my perspective so ok. You win. I quit wearing makeup period over a year ago cause I realized
it symbolized wanting to be “attractive”. And stopped-cold. I’m imperfect so this is a game I will never win.
Men’s judgement said get off the field. So I did. I assume y’all are delighted I did. I am the only free woman I
know. Funny thing is, you guys need to read your newsletter: I still get followed around.

Standard_Software_83 • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 04:37 AM 

how the fuck can you make such a subjective evaluation a cmv

skywater101[S] • 2 points • 4 May, 2021 09:14 AM 

it's my view. Change it.

AutoModerator[M] • 1 point • 3 May, 2021 08:26 PM 

Attention!

You can post off topic/jokes/puns as a comment to this Automoderator message.

For "CMV" and "Question for X" Threads: Parent comments that aren't from the target group will be removed,
along with their child replies.

If you want to agree with OP instead of challenging their view or if the question is not targeted at you, post it as
an answer to this comment.

OP you can choose your own flair according to these guidelines., just press Flair under your post!

Thanks for your cooperation and enjoy the discussion!

I am a bot, and this action was performed automatically. Please contact the moderators of this subreddit if you
have any questions or concerns.

xQueen-Bx • 2 points • 3 May, 2021 11:20 PM 

duh?
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EminemLovesGrapes • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 11:05 AM 

Sometimes it isn't even other women, it's themselves.

The amount of threads I've seen come by about "I'm insecure about my body, my SO thinks I'm ugly,
disgusting, horrible" or some variant of that is almost sad.

And almost every time the husband goes "Wait what?"

mae1995111 • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 08:04 AM 

Women are also the biggest body shamers of men which I think is more important. Women body shaming other
women often comes from insecurity meanwhile them body shaming other men is them deliberately trying to hurt
them.

Competitive_Pen2282 • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 08:48 AM 

I think that's might be true in the past when women were socially conditioned to compete with each other to be
attractive to men. Now women are much more supportive and accepting of other women flaws as we realise its
much more power in unity and women solidarity.

Nirv127 • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 09:46 AM 

Women can have body image issues deeply ingrained into them. I know I still occassionally have the gut
response of a judgemental or rude thought that I have to consciously breate myself for. But those insults or
remarks come from my parents saying it first, by normalising that unconscious negative reaction. I'm not sure
why a lot of people, in my experience older generations, immediately balk or tut at fashion or body shapes and
presentations they are unfamiliar with.

If I feel myself thinking 'oh, that's an... interesting fashion choice, they look ridiculous' I just have to remember
that 10 people have probably thought the same about me. They're just living their life in a way that makes them
happy or comfortable. Their body has to go into clothes, so if they're fat, short, skinny or gangly it doesn't matter
what those clothes look like.

kyzer25 • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 10:33 AM 

Women shame other women as an evolutionary mechanism, it's signalling to men that she is promiscuous hence
the guy won't pick her because he would be unsure of his genetic lineage, just some lizard brain things.

Guys do the same when they act tough around girls, as a matter of fact, there is a guy in my neighborhood who
becomes extra energetic and enthusiastic, tries to take leadership position, flexes his muscle ,downplay other
guys whenever girls pass by.

Humans are weirdly fascinating to observe.

ridderrobby • 1 point • 5 May, 2021 09:56 AM 

And a lot cheaper than the zoo

Learningtolove2021 • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 03:15 PM 

That’s such a load of crap. Women may articulate it more but men are the ones who care about boobs, chub,
cellulite, cankles, whatever. It’s not like women are going around seeking reasons to hate themselves. They
come to us.

[deleted] • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 09:53 PM 

Never bought this female vs female shit. Birds of a feather flock together.
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Diamond-Breath • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 09:54 PM 

Guys do it too. They’re ruthless when it comes to an unattractive woman.

colgateexpert • 2 points • 5 May, 2021 11:17 AM 

*chads do it too

iguanabitsonastick • 1 point • 4 May, 2021 10:38 PM 

Do women really want to be skinny as Kendall Jenner? I see more skinny shaming now than years ago. The
trend is to have a tiny waist and a big bum

ForestCracker • 1 point • 5 May, 2021 02:59 AM 

Is it because judgment comes from within? meaning that if a women feels a certain way about herself she might
project that insecurity on others?

JazziestCabbage • 1 point • 6 May, 2021 02:57 AM* 

Most of the hate for looks I've gotten in my life has been from my twin sister. But as a tween most the hate I got
was from older boys who would say shit like "are you a boy or a girl?" in a fake intrigued tone. I was a tomboy
and my mum did a really pathetic job at keeping my hair washed or getting me clothes that were in any way
stylish. It caused me a lot of self esteem issues, still does, but as I got older (16+) I realised even if they won't
admit it, some dudes did want to have sex with me. Sadly one of my first experiences was an assault, but when I
was less traumatised a few years later (19) I started to pay more attention to signals. I'm autistic so I tend to miss
things a lot, which got me into a bad situation. Unfortunately there's a lot of stigma about being attracted to
tomboys so often dudes will never admit interest openly. Met my fiance as he's the kind of guy who doesnt care
about reputation or being popular.

Danielcraigboston1 • 1 point • 9 May, 2021 09:18 PM 

Ain’t that the truth.
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